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- My Dad is as quick as a cricket because once I didn’t see him come from upstairs to the basement.
- My Dad is as slow as a walking duck because he took 45 minutes to run half a mile.
- My Dad is as brave as tiger because he drives fast on highways, streets, roads, and interstates.
- My Dad is as loud as a loin because when I am at the playground he once screamed my name.
- My Dad is as strong as a rino because he can lift me up to touch the ceiling.
- My Dad is as gentle as a lamb because he hardly gets mad.
- My Dad is as happy as a heyna because we tell funny jokes.
- My Dad is as nice as kitten because he gives us 50 cents when I bring lunch.
- My Dad is as annoying as a fly because me and my brother were in the middle of a baseball game in my back yard when he told us to go inside.
- My Dad is as mad as a bull because sometimes he dos’nt get to do what he wants.
- My Dad is as meen as a bull dog because he dos’nt let me do what I want.